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Many of the places mentioned in the saga lie in and around
Borgarnes and can be visited today - ask at the centre. These
include Br·kin, the spot where Egil’s family’s slave jumped off a
cliff to her death after saving the boy from the wrath of his father.
Another is Skallagrimsgarour, the burial mound of both Egil’s fa-
ther and his son: the death of the latter gave rise to another of
his most famous poems, Son’s Loss, composed after his daughter
cleverly brought him out of his grief. One spot you won’t find on
your saga circuit here is where the elderly and blind Egil buried
his silver hoard, interred somewhere in the region with the help
of two slaves - who, along with the silver, were never seen again
(and were presumably Egil’s last victims).

The Saga of Erik the Red: Eiriksstaoir
By any normal standards, Erik the Red would be deemed

quite a man. Involved in violent retaliation after his slaves were
murdered by a neighboring farmer in Iceland, he was banished
and sailed west into the unknown. Eventually reaching land, he
became the first European inhabitant of Greenland, founding a
settlement on the southwest corner of the island and giving it its
name in the hope of attracting more settlers. He had several chil-
dren, including one, Leif Erikson, whose famous exploration of
North America, five centuries before Columbus’ trip, overshad-
owed his father’s not-exactly-unimpressive achievements.

For a fascinating look at how Erik and his contemporaries
lived, visit Eiriksstadir, a reconstruction of his longhouse, com-
plete with brick walls, a turf roof and a dark, atmospheric interior
where living in close proximity with your housemates takes on

a whole new meaning. Proud locals, dressed in period costumes,
are happy to tell more details of Erik’s and Leif’s extraordinary
lives, while nearby, in the beautiful valley, stand the scant remains
of the original buildings. The small town of Budardalur, a few
kilometers away, is an original Saga-era port - which is fitting
given that it was from here that Islendingur, a replica of Leif’s
ship, set sail in 2000 on a voyage to commemorate the 1000th
anniversary of the explorer’s journey. The ship is now on display
in the Vikingaheimar museum in south Iceland.

The Saga of the People 
of Laxardal: Laugar and Dalir

Romantic intrigues are common in the Icelandic Sagas but
none is better known than the love triangle at the centre of the
Saga of the People of Laxardal, a story thought to have been
written by a woman with extensive personal knowledge of the
Dalir region where most of the events take place. Gudrun, ‘the
most beautiful woman ever to have grown up in Iceland’, is
courted by inseparable foster brothers, Kjartan and Bolli (you
can probably see where this is going). Although in love with Kjar-
tan, Gudrun is persuaded by Bolli to marry him while his foster
brother is in Norway. A tense atmosphere following Kjartan’s re-
turn to Iceland soon turns violent, leading to Kjartan’s death at
the hands of Bolli and a series of revenge murders, spurred on
by Gudrun. Marrying four times in total, this ‘femme fatale’ even-
tually became a nun, but not before seeing the ghost of her last
husband and enigmatically replying to her son, when asked which
of the many men in her life she had loved most, ‘He I treated worst,
I loved best’. Scholars still debate exactly who she meant.

Egil’s grief at losing his son is depicted in this carving at the
Settlement Centre

Go back in time to the Saga Age in the reconstruction of Erik the Red’s longhouse


